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Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging  interactive corporate presentations, multimedia advertising, entertainment  CD-ROMs, enhanced music CDs, and even DVDs. Director 6 is a complete  multimedia authoring environment that integrates graphics, video, sound,  and 3D images into compelling interactive products.
Director in a Nutshell is the most concise and complete guide available  for Director. It also covers the use of Director on the Internet with  Shockwave, Netscape Navigator, and Microsoft Internet Explorer.  Java in a Nutshell and WebMaster in a Nutshell have established  themselves as indispensable developer references, and Director in a  Nutshell  continues this family tradition. Like all In a Nutshell books, it takes  the Director topic and drills down, expands, and delights the reader by  providing useful information that the reader didn't even expect to find.

Director in a Nutshell condenses hundreds of Director tips and techniques  into a desktop quick-reference format that is a must-have addition to  every Director developer's library. The book begins with an overview of  Director's interface and the new features in version 6. It covers the use  of video, audio, graphics, text, buttons, menus, and 3D images in Director.  It highlights cross-platform differences for developers under both Windows 3.1/95/NT and the Macintosh. It also includes a detailed chapter on optimizing performance and memory usage. Director in a Nutshell is an indispensable companion book to Lingo in a Nutshell.

Each chapter is devoted to topics such as palettes, sound, or digital video.Director in a Nutshell is the only book to integrate Director's multiple facets into a comprehensive discussion of each topic. The  reader gets both the nitty-gritty details and the bigger context in  which to use them.

Director in a Nutshell also covers:

	Covers the latest features of Director 7, including the 7.0.2 maintenance release.
	New Sprite operations, Behaviors, and Inspectors in Director 6
	All commands and options in the Score, Cast, Paint, Text, Palette,  and Video Windows
	Animation techniques and shortcuts
	All supported file formats and media types for both import and export
	Lists of palettes, transitions, cursors, ink effects, and  window types
	Video playback and manipulation, including QuickTime, Video for Windows, and QTVR
	Creating run-time Projectors and optimizing playback on all platforms
	Comprehensive command summaries by topic
	Hundreds of Director shortcuts
	Shockwave and Internet-enabled Projectors
	Sound playback, including Shockwave audio and cue points
	Browser scripting, media control, and performance optimization
	Analyzing the Score and Cast, the run-time environment, and  anlyzing performance and memory usage


This book will benefit a very large audience of Director 6 users. Beginners will value the concise and complete coverage of every topic and function. Intermediate users will appreciate the explanations that illuminate the  big picture surrounding every operation. Advanced users will find the  book an indispensable reference tool to remind them of the proper  syntax, commands, and shortcuts in Director. This book will even  help content-providers understand how proper graphics, audio, and  video preparation can eliminate repetitious revisions and save  programming time.

Director in a Nutshell is a high-end handbook, at a low-end price -- an indispensable desktop reference for every Director user.     

       Provides a concise and complete guide for Macromedia Director 7, addressing its new features as well as those in Shockwave 7.  Covers earlier versions for those still working with Director 5, 6, and 6.5.  Softcover.         
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The Economics of Mobile TelecommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2005
This book distils years of work on the mobile telecommunications industry.
I became interested in this industry for professional reasons during the
mid-1990s, a period when the industry was making the jump from a
premium service industry for mostly professional users to a truly mass
market. In my capacity as an applied...
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Automotive Painting Technology: A Monozukuri-Hitozukuri PerspectiveSpringer, 2012

	This book offers unique and valuable contributions to the field. It offers breadth and inclusiveness. Most existing works on automotive painting cover only a single aspect of this complex topic, such as the chemistry of paint or paint booth technology. Monozukuri and Hitozukuri are Japanese terms that can be translated as “making...
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Pharmacodynamic Basis of Herbal Medicine, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	Continuing in the tradition of the acclaimed first edition, Pharmacodynamic Basis of Herbal Medicine, Second Edition examines in extensive detail the physiologic effects of complimentary and alternative therapies, foods, supplements, vitamins, and traditional herbal remedies. The author considers the site, mode, and mechanism of action...
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.NET Performance Testing and Optimization - The Complete GuideRed gate, 2010

	There is a huge amount of information available on the how's and why's of performance testing .NET applications, but it is often fairly subjective, narrow in scope, or doesn't quite cover everything you were hoping to learn. The Complete Guide to Performance Testing and Optimizing .NET Applications (by Paul Glavich and Chris...
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The Art of Strategic Planning for Information Technology, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The acclaimed IT strategic planning methodology now completely revised for the new millennium!
Bernard Boar, internationally recognized expert and IT consultant for Fortune 500 companies, overhauls his bestselling book on IT strategy to help IT professionals take on the new challenges of the hyper-competitive digital age. From assessing your...
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CMMI for Acquisition: Guidelines for Improving the Acquisition of Products and Services (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	CMMI® for Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ) describes best practices for the successful acquisition of products and services. Providing a practical framework for improving acquisition processes, CMMI-ACQ addresses the growing trend in business and government for organizations to purchase or outsource required products and...
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